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EXT. TREE - DAY
Two GOOFBALLS sit next to each other on a tree branch. This
is DEE and DUMM. They are shooting SPITBALLS out of STRAWS at
people passing by.
DEE
A robot that walks!
Dee shoots a SPITBALL. Off-screen, a VICTIM screams “Ow!”
DUMM
A corgi that talks!
Dumm shoots a SPITBALL. ANOTHER VICTIM, O.S., yells “Hey!”
DEE
Delicious hard candy!
DUMM
Buckets of brandy!
Dee shoots another SPITBALL. More O.S. yelling.
DEE
Acres and acres of blue indoor
ocean!
DUMM
Baths where you’re bathing in
suntanning lotion!
Dumm shoots a spitball.
DEE
Funky fresh kicks that never get
scuffed!
DUMM
A blanket so comfy it don’t need to
be fluffed!
Dee shoots a spitball.
DEE
A car where you never look under
the hood.
DUMM
A Fantastic Beasts movie that’s
actually good!

2.
DEE
Cigarettes that never turn into
ash.
DUMM
Paper instantly turning to cash!
DEE
A giraffe with lasers for -Hey!!!

STRANGER (O.S.)

A STRANGER - middle-aged, straight-laced - walks up to
confront the pair. His face is COVERED in spitballs.
STRANGER
Hey! What the hell are you doing?!
DEE
Just Spitballin’.
STRANGER
That’s not how that works.
DUMM
It helps us think.
DEE
One of these ideas will make us
rich!
STRANGER
What are you, FIVE!?! You can’t
just shoot spitballs at people all
day! Grow up and get a job!
The stranger walks away. The goofballs look dejected.
Automatically, Dumm raises the straw to his mouth. But Dee
reaches over to stop him.
DEE
Maybe that lame old man is right.
Spitballin’ is a young man’s game.
We have to get serious about
things.
Both take a moment to consider this.
DEE
A brilliant idea, our last curtain
call.

3.
Dumm raises into frame two make-shift SNIPER STRAWS. They
have wood braces and SCOPES.
DUMM
Straws that perfectly aim your
spitballs.
Dumm hands one of his two sniper straws to Dee. They both
look pleased, and launch their final spitballs at the camera.
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